Abstract-The problem of searching a digital image in a very huge database is called Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Shape is a significant cue for describing objects. In this paper, we have developed a shape feature extraction of MRI brain tumor image retrieval. We used T1 weighted image of MRI brain tumor images. There are two modules: feature extraction process and classification. First, the shape features are extracted using techniques like Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), Harris corner detection and Zernike Moments. Second, the supervised learning algorithms like Deep neural network (DNN) and Extreme learning machine (ELM) are used to classify the brain tumor images. Experiments are performed using 1000 brain tumor images. In the performance evaluation, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, error rate and f-measure are five measures are used. The Experiment result shows that highest average accuracy has got at Zernike Moments-99%. So, Zernike Moments are better than SIFT and Harris corner detection techniques. The average time taken for DNN-0.0901 sec, ELM-0.0218 sec. So, ELM classifier is better than DNN. It increases the retrieval time and improves the retrieval accuracy significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now days, a keyword search is not sufficient for the information retrieval techniques. In current trends, Content based image retrieval (CBIR) has very active research area in image processing. CBIR is used to retrieve the digital images from a huge database through browsing and searching. Texture, Color and shape features are the visual content of the image focus on CBIR. Many application areas in CBIR like Military, Medical fields, remote sensing, security and search engines. In the medical field, CBIR focus on visual information for diagnosis and monitoring [1] .
The process of creating images of the human body for the purpose of clinical purposes and medical science is called medical imaging. The diagnosis of brain tumor plays an important role in image processing. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is suited for monitoring and evaluating brain tumors. Coronal, sagittal and axial are the three types of image orientation in brain tumors. The coronal is dividing the body into front and back halves. The sagittal is dividing the body into left and right halves and the axial are dividing the body into upper and lower halves. There are modern techniques used in Digital radiography (X-ray), ultrasound, microscopic imaging (MI), Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and Positron emission tomography (PET). MRI is used in the brain for the purpose of bleeding, aneurysms, tumors and damages [9] .
The major problem in feature extraction of content based image retrieval with the brain tumor for finding robust shape descriptor image. There are some other problems in shape image retrieval are retrieval time and retrieval accuracy. In this paper, to solve the above the problem through analysis of shape image retrieval for feature extraction method is utilized. The performance analysis of the method has taken for four stages. Classification, Section V presents Performance metrics, Section VI presents Experimental results and analysis are given. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Demir et al, [3] an automated cancer diagnosis of histopathological images using cell-graph based representation. The edges of a cell-graph is performed as tissue level diagnosis of brain cancer called malignant glioma. The brain biopsy samples 646 images and 60 different patients are tested in at least 99% accuracy for healthy tissues with lower cellular density level and at least 92% accuracy for benign tissues with similar high density level. Othman et al, [8] has developed to find a normal patient and abnormal tumor patient of MRI data using Support vector machine (SVM) classifier is performed. The discrete wavelet transform is used to extract the features of MRI brain image. The disadvantage is SVM actually cannot work accurately with a large data. The training complexity of SVM is highly dependent on the size of data.
Ahmed et al, [6] an efficacy of different types of features such as texture, shape and intensity for segmentation of Posterior-Fossa tumor. The four different techniques like PCA, boosting, KLD and entropy metrics demonstrate the efficacy of 249 real MRI of ten pediatric patients. Chaovalitwongse et al, [10] have developed to improve the pattern and network based classification techniques for multichannel medical data. Support feature machine (SFM) and neutral based support vector machine (NSVM) are the two classification techniques are performed for diagnosis and treatment of human epilepsy in EEG data. Yang et al, [7] have a generalized brain state in a box (gBSB) based hybrid neural network. Using Hybrid neural network can store and retrieve large-scale patterns combining the pattern decomposition concept and pattern sequence storage and retrieval.
Azhari et al, [14] automatic brain tumor detection and localization frameworks are utilized in the purpose of detection and localize brain tumor in magnetic resonance imaging. It can demonstrate that a simple machine learning classifier gives in higher classification accuracy. Esther et al, [16] to retrieve brain image using soft computing technique. The shape features are extracted using 2-D Zernike moments. The soft computing technique of Extreme Learning Machine is used with different distance metric measures like Euclidean, Quasi Euclidean, City Block, Hamming distance. The Fuzzy Expectation Maximization Algorithm is used to remove the non-brain portion of the MRI Brain image.
Rajalakshmi et al, [15] a relevance feedback method using a diverse density algorithm is used to improve the performance of content-based medical image Retrieval. The texture features are extracted based on Haralick features, Zernike moments, histogram intensity features and run -length features. The hybrid approach of branch and bound algorithm and artificial bee colony algorithm using brain tumor images. The classification is performed using Fuzzy based Relevance Vector Machine (FRVM) to form groups of relevant image features.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
When the input data to an algorithm is too large to be processed and it is suspected to be redundant. So transforming the input data into the set of features is called feature extraction [20] .
A. Shape
Shape is an important role to identify the human recognition and perception. To identify the object, Shape feature provides a powerful cue for human perception and segment the image into regions or objects. The major issues in content based image retrieval for finding robust shape descriptor image. In the medical field, shape is used to describe the similarity of medical scans. The main objective of the shape is used to classify the deformations from pathological changes in dental radiographs and retrieving tumors. In CT scan, detecting emphysema in high resolution of the lung images for shape content [2] . 
C. Feature Extraction Techniques
Shape features are extracted using feature extraction techniques like Scale invariant feature transform, Harris corner detection and Zernike moments.
D. Scale Invariant Feature Transform
The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (or SIFT) is an algorithm in computer vision to detect and describe local features in images. The key point detector and key point descriptor are the two components of the SIFT. First, the key point detector is used to detect key points in an image which are invariant for transformation. Second, the key point descriptor is used to describe the appearance of the surrounding region of that key point. SIFT has the potential for finding a large number of local features [17] , [21] .
1) SIFT Algorithm a) Scale-space extrema detection
For scale space extrema detection in the image is first convolved with Gaussian-blurs at different scales. Finding key points as maxima/minima of the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) that occur multiscales.
Where ( , , ) L x y k is the convolution of the original
Keypoint localization is used to perform a detailed fit to the nearby data for accurate location, scale, and ratio of principal curvatures. Each keypoint is assigned one or more orientations based on local image gradient directions. This is the key step in achieving invariance to rotation as the keypoint descriptor can be represented
d) Keypoint descriptor
To compute a descriptor vector for each keypoint such that the descriptor is highly distinctive and partially invariant to the remaining variations such as illumination, 3D viewpoint, etc.
E. Harris Corner Detection
The Harris corner detector is mainly used in the methods of corner detection. The Harris corner detector is used to detect the corner features that contain high intensity changes in both the horizontal and vertical directions. It is an established technique using linear filtering of an image [19] 
1) Harris Corner detection algorithm
1) The weighted sum of squared differences (SSD) between two patches denoted S is given by 
A is the structure sensor 4) Calculate the response of the detector
M is the computation of square root and k is a tunable parameter.
F. Zernike Moments
Zernike Moments, a type of moment function, are the mapping of an image onto a set of complex Zernike polynomials. Zernike polynomials are orthogonal to each other; Zernike moments can represent the properties of an image with no redundancy or overlap of information between the moments. Due to these characteristics, Zernike Moments have been utilized as feature sets in content-based image retrieval [4] . 
1) Zernike Moments Algorithm
Where * denotes the complex conjugate and 4) Compute the Zernike moments by projecting the image on to the basic functions 
IV. CLASSIFICATION
Classification is the process in which ideas and objects are recognized, differentiated, and understood. The Deep neural network (DNN) and Extreme learning machine (ELM) are the classification techniques used for MRI brain tumor images.
A. Deep Neural Network
Deep neural network (DNN) is a multilayer neural network model that has more than one layer of hidden units between its inputs and its outputs. The two important processes are used in the classification are training and testing phase. In the training phase, the features of training data are trained using deep learning classifier. Artificial Neural Networks provide a powerful tool to analyze, model and predict. The benefit is that neural networks are data driven, self adaptive methods. Commonly used neural network uses back propagation algorithm. But it is not adequate for training neural networks with many hidden layers on large amounts of data. Deep Neural Networks that contain many layers of nonlinear hidden units and a very large output layer. Deep neural networks have deep architectures which have the capacity to learn more complex models than shallow ones [5] , [12] , [18] .
Each hidden unit, j and uses the logistic function to map its total input from the layer below, i Where b j is the bias of unit j, I is an index over units in the layer, and w ij is a the weight on a unit j from the unit I in the layer. For multiclass classification, the output unit j converts its total input, x j , into a class probability, p j , using the softmax non linearity exp( )
Where k is an index over all classes 2) In the second and final phase, fine-tune all the parameters of the network using backpropagation and gradient descent on a global supervised cost function ( , , ) tt C x y  with input x t and label y t , that is, trying to make steps in the direction
B. Extreme learning machine
The Extreme learning machine (ELM) is single layer feedforward neural network (SLFNs) which chooses randomly hidden nodes and the output weights of SLFNs. The randomly chooses of input weight and hidden biases of SLFNs can be assigned if the activation functions in the hidden layer are infinitely differentiable. The output weight (linking the hidden layer to the output layer) of SLFNs can be inverse operation of the hidden layer output matrices. The learning speed of the extreme learning machine is a thousand times faster than feed forward network algorithm like back propagation (BP) algorithm. The learning algorithm tends to reach the smallest training error, good performance, obtains the smallest norm of weights and runs extremely fast SLFN learning algorithm can be easily implemented is called an extreme learning algorithm [11] .
Consider set of N distinct samples ( , ) 
A. Sensitivity
Specificity measures the proportion of positives which are correctly identified, such as the percentage of sick people who are correctly identified as not having the condition, sometimes called the true negative rate [13] . 
B. Specificity
Specificity measures the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified, such as the percentage of healthy people who are correctly identified as not having the condition, sometimes called the true negative rate [13] .
Where, TN -True Negative (equivalent with correct rejection) FN -False Negative (equivalent with miss) TN -True Negative (equivalent with correct rejection)
C. Accuracy
Accuracy is the measurement system, which measure the degree of closeness of measurement between the original value and the extracted value [13] .
Where, TP -True Positive (equivalent with hit) FN -False Negative (equivalent with miss) TN -True Negative (equivalent with correct rejection)
D. Error rate
Error rate is used to compare an estimate value to an exact value [13] .
100
Error rate Accuracy   (20)
E. F-measure
F -measure is a harmonic mean of precision and recall [13] . 
